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Abstract: Communication in wireless provides a number of applications. Wireless communications have grown from last ten decades. Because
of increased uses of wireless network and communication in our life, society has faced different problem to cyber security attacks and threats. In
this paper we have studied various security threats on LTE system and their analysis and comparison to overcome these attacks has been done.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

4G is the 4th generation technology. In 4G, more
bandwidth and services are provided as in comparison of 3G
[1]. LTE and Wimax are two technologies that increase the
levels of 4G [2].
I.

Long Term Evolution

3GPP release specifications in 3G partnership project in
which introduced the long term evolution. It is approved
with download speeds up to 173mb/sec in 2008.It is based
on internet protocol and orthogonal frequency division
multiple access.
4G wireless is due to give the flexibility of different size,
display, battery, computational power [3]. LTE and Wimax
remain as the key of wireless technology. Fourth generation
is used because it provides high data rates to the large
number of users at a time [1]. It gives the higher speed as
compare to the other generation. Due to this, it is used on
wide scope. In 4G, different security issue arises, these all
are due to the attacks on physical and Mac layer. In the next
part discuss, different security issues as known the open
nature of the 4G. So, it needs more security towards it. In
4G architecture, Y-comma frame work and Y-comma favors
the heterogonous networking. It is internet protocol based
and due to which, it faces the different problems. And, need
to protect not only the data but also, the entities from each
other and the network infrastructure. [4]
Security requirement in 4G is much more than 3G
Network and needs a model to protect its infrastructure.
These different security issues on different standards such as
Wi-Fi security, wi-max security and3GPP LTE security.
I.

Wi-Fi Security
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Mainly this arises due to the change in the format of words
during coding and decoding. After finding its weakness, we
can approach, towards an efficient system.
II. Wi-Max Security
When the system does not support the management and
integrity of the system, then this problem arises. After
careful observation, its security system can be raise in a
better way.
II.
3GPP LTE SECURITY
It is a standard form used for wireless communication.
Different reasons, that effects it, one of the major reason is
not to synchronize in a proper manner and security issue
arise.
1. DIFFERENT ATTACKS IN LONG TERM
EVOLUTION
Attacks affect the integrity of the system. There are mainly
two types of attacks, one is active attack and other is passive
attack. When the attackers only aim is to take the
information and then it is passive attack. But its aim is not
only take the information, but effect the integrity of the
system is active attack. Passive attack is such that traffic
problem arise, during communication. Other is unauthorized
user, get the information is eavesdropping. Passive attacks
are such as denial of service attack, resource consumption,
masquerade attack, replay attack, information disclosure;
message modification etc. [9]. Sensor network is used in
wireless communication on a wide level. Larger number of
nodes relates to the sensor networks, due to which different
problem arise. Denial of service attackers, aim is to target
the destination information, take the information. So, for, its
need higher security, because on wireless sensor can be
easily attacked. [12]
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Different security Issue arises in wireless 4G network due to
threats and attacks [2]. These attacks on physical layer and
MAC layer attacks in 4G. These issues affect the integrity of
the system. Attacker targets the physical layer or the MAC
layer.
1.

(1) In[2],explains
about
the
fourth-generation
technology. its security issues, architecture of fourth
generation. Also, the threats on the fourth generation.
Analyzing threats on fourth generation.

Physical layer issue

A private key is used between the two users when both the
users do not have the private key then physical layer is used
there, to convey the information between them and its need to
discuss the different security issue in physical layer [9].
Wimax and LTE have two keys at the physical layer. These
are interference and scrambling attacks. Interference is
considered due to the noise and multicarrier noise such as
white Gaussian. In multicarrier interference, attacks
recognized the carrier used by the system and inject a
narrowband signal, into this carrier.
Scrambling is also an interference targeted by an attack. An
attacker targets on management [4].
2.

III. LITERATURE SURVEY

Mac layer issue

There are the different issues arise on the Mac layer. These
are location tracing, when unauthorized user traced the
location, and get the information. Denial of service is the
second, between them when the bandwidth is stealing; then,
bandwidth stealing is another security issue arises. Other
issues related to its architecture also arise. [5] These are the,
mainly reason, the security issues on Mac layers. Wi-max and
LTE are the major standard here. We mainly discuss the
security issues on the physical and Mac layer.
There are different security issues arises on the physical and
Mac layer of the LTE standard. Discuss both, physical and
Mac layer of the system. LTE security verifies by
authentication, integrity and encryption. In the first verify
UE’s identity by challenging the UT use the key and report a
result after checking it [10]. Femtocells generally have low
power and lower rate of data transmission. So that it can be
used by the user. Long term evolution standard is used to
meet with its demands. But different challenges arise due to
the use of this. Those challenges affect the integrity of the
system. One of them is interface of the air between the mobile
device and the femtocell. Attackers attack on this air interface.
Other attack is on the femtocell itself. And, third one is
attacked on the core network. These are the attacks, affected
the integrity of the system [8].
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(2) In [4], outline all the security challenges in fourth
generation. It can be achieved by investigating the security
mechanism. In this paper uses the X.805 standard. So, gives
a brief idea about, all the security issues.
(3) In [5] studies of different security advances and
challenges that is associated with fourth generation
technologies. It studies the security standard of fourth
generation technology and architecture and design for long
term evolution.
(4) In [6] brief study of the advances in security issues.
This paper describes the fourth-generation architecture,
security issues related to the fourth generation and all the
threats and risk on fourth generation technology.
(5) In [7] represents the different security issues of fourth
generation. This paper also explains the physical layer issues
and technical issues on fourth generation. And, also
represents the security models of fourth layer and threats on
fourth generation.
(6) In [11] gives an overview of the current threat on long
term evolution network. And explains the architecture of
long term evolution and the solutions to overcome these
problems. And, overlooking the low range threats and set
areas of focus on that should be considered in security.
(7). In [13] investigates all the attacks on long term
evolution. This paper explains all the needs in long term
evolution for its security. And explains, architecture of long
term evolution, attacks on long term evolution and
comparison with other.
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IV.
CONCLUSION
4G network has open nature and used on the wide level.
Due to the open nature different security issues arise.
Particularly arise due to the attacks on 4G. There discussed,
different type of attacks on LTE. Recognizing the different
attacks, particular steps can be taken in this way. And, we
can increase of the integrity of the system.
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